1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Multiple sclerosis (MS) is a progressive inflammatory and neurodegenerative disease of the central nervous system characterized by demyelination and neuronal loss ([@bb0210]). In addition to physical disabilities, cognitive deficits are common, affecting approximately 40--70% of the MS patients ([@bb0015]; [@bb0060]). Among cognitive deficits, problems with information processing speed (IPS) are frequently seen and already present early in the disease ([@bb0020]; [@bb0070]; [@bb0060]; [@bb0125]).

In MS, previous imaging studies have shown that IPS deficits are related to structural or functional brain abnormalities ([@bb0030]; [@bb0085]; [@bb0125]; [@bb0130]; [@bb0185], [@bb0190]; [@bb0040]; [@bb0155]), including deep gray matter (DGM) atrophy ([@bb0025]) and white matter (WM) integrity loss ([@bb0085]), as well as changes in functional connectivity ([@bb0130]; [@bb0185]). Unfortunately, studies that have integrated structural and functional measures to explain IPS deficits are currently lacking. Although structural and functional brain characteristics are intertwined to a certain extent, there is no simple one-to-one relation between these two ([@bb0115]). Therefore, it might be that structural damage may occur in the presence of minor functional changes, but may also involve severe functional changes. As complex cognitive functions like IPS arise from an efficient interplay between the brains\' functional and structural architecture, varying levels of structural and/or functional damage may also result in different levels of IPS impairment in MS ([@bb0160]). This emphasizes the need to consider both structural and functional measures simultaneously to be able to better understand IPS deficits.

We hypothesize that to increase our understanding of the underlying neurobiology of IPS deficits an integrated measure of functional and structural brain changes is essential, instead of studying either one or the other ([@bb0050]). Therefore, we integrated advanced functional and structural MRI measures to examine the relative and joint impact of functional and structural brain changes in explaining IPS performance.

2. Methods {#s0010}
==========

2.1. Participants {#s0015}
-----------------

All participants with complete functional and structural imaging protocols (see below) of the Amsterdam MS Cohort ([@bb0065]; [@bb0195]) were included, resulting in 330 MS patients (age 48.14 ± 10.06 years) and 96 healthy controls (HC; age 45.9 ± 10.5 years). All patients were without clinical relapses and steroid treatment for at least two months. The local institutional ethics review board approved the study and written informed consent was obtained from all participants.

2.2. Neuropsychological testing {#s0020}
-------------------------------

All subjects underwent neuropsychological evaluation using an expanded Brief Repeatable Battery of Neuropsychological tests, as previously described ([@bb0140]). Of these assessments, we formed groups based on IPS only, as measured with the symbol digit modalities test (SDMT) ([@bb0035]), which was corrected for effects of sex, age and education ([@bb0015]). These scores were subsequently converted to z-scores based on the mean and standard deviation (SD) of the HC and used to categorize MS patients into either IPS impaired (IPS-I, z-score ≤ −1.5 on SDMT) or IPS preserved (IPS-P, z-score \> −1.5 on SDMT). Differentiation into this subgroups was performed to increase the sensitivity for detecting neural correlates of clinically relevant differences in IPS performance. For descriptive purposes, similar cut-off scores were applied to the remaining cognitive domains.

2.3. MR imaging {#s0025}
---------------

MR imaging was performed on a 3 T scanner (GE Signa HDxt, Milwaukee, WI, USA) using an eight-channel head-coil. The structural imaging protocol included a 3D T1-weighted inversion-prepared fast spoiled gradient recall sequence (FSPGR, TR 7.8 ms, TE 3 ms, TI 450 ms, FA 12°, sagittal 1.0-mm sections, 0.94 × 0.94mm^2^ in-plane resolution) for volumetric measurements, a 3D fluid-attenuated inversion-recovery sequence (FLAIR, TR 8000 ms, TE 125 ms, TI 2350 ms, sagittal 1.2 mm slices, 0.98 × 0.98mm^2^ in-plane resolution) for lesion detection and a diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) sequence covering the entire brain using five volumes without directional weighting (i.e. b0) and 30 volumes with non-collinear diffusion gradients (EPI, b = 1000s/mm2, TR 13000 ms, TE 91 ms, FA 90°, 2.4 mm contiguous axial slices, 2x2mm^2^ in-plane resolution). Brain function was assessed using resting-state functional MRI with whole-brain coverage using 202 volumes, of which the first two were discarded (EPI, TR 2200 ms, TE 35 ms, FA 20°, 3 mm contiguous axial slices, 3.3 × 3.3mm^2^ in-plane resolution).

2.4. Volumetric measures {#s0030}
------------------------

Hyperintense lesions were automatically segmented on the FLAIR images ([@bb0205]) and filled on the T1 using LEAP ([@bb0055]) to minimize the impact of lesions on volumetric measures and registration algorithms. Normalized gray matter (NGMV) and WM (NWMV) volumes were calculated with SIENAX (part of FSL 5). FIRST was used to segment deep gray matter (DGM) structures and the volume of these structures were computed, summed and normalized for head size, resulting in normalized DGM volume (NDGMV). Normalized cortical volumes (NCGMV) were computed by subtracting FIRST segmentations from the SIENAX-based GM segmentation ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A). To examine regional differences, voxelwise gray matter density was compared between IPS-I and IPS-P patients using the standard voxel-based morphometry pipeline (part of FSL) using a permutation algorithm ('randomise' from FSL) with 5000 permutations and threshold-free cluster enhancement to correct for multiple comparisons.Fig. 1Data analysis flow chart. To define the structural brain status, the most commonly addressed global structural measures were determined, including brain volumes, lesion load and whole-brain white matter integrity (A) We subsequently aimed to design a whole-brain functional network measure representing the severity of functional connectivity changes in each individual. To compute a measure that could reflect the whole-brain functional brain status, an average healthy control matrix was computed. This matrix was subsequently subtracted from the individual functional connectivity matrices resulting in an individual deviation matrix. An example matrix consisting of the connectivity values between four regions is shown (B). Patients were assigned to one of the four groups based on their level of structural and functional changes (C).Fig. 1

2.5. Severity of fractional anisotropy-based damage {#s0035}
---------------------------------------------------

DTI data were pre-processed using FSL5, including motion- and eddy current correction on images and gradient vectors, followed by diffusion tensor fitting. Since fractional anisotropy (FA) is the most commonly examined diffusion measure in MS, we focused on whole-brain FA as a measure of WM integrity, also to limit the number of dependent variables. To obtain skeletonised FA maps, the default tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) pipeline was used ([@bb0200]). Mean FA scores of the WM skeleton were extracted for each subject as a measure of whole-brain WM integrity. To examine regional differences, voxel-wise FA values were compared between IPS-I and IPS-P patients using a permutation algorithm ('randomise' from FSL) with 5000 permutations and threshold-free cluster enhancement to correct for multiple comparisons.

2.6. Processing of functional images {#s0040}
------------------------------------

Pre-processing of fMRI data was carried out using the default pipeline of MELODIC, consisting of motion correction, removal of non-brain tissue, spatial smoothing using a 5 mm full-width-at-half-maximum Gaussian kernel and high-pass temporal filtering to cut off frequencies below 0.01 Hz. All resting-state fMRI scans were checked for artefacts, excessive motion and registration errors. The individual level of motion was calculated based on the average frame-to-frame motion. The amount of motion was not different between HC and MS (*p* = .34) and no subject moved \>0.3 mm. To remove signal originating from residual non-brain tissue as well as from voxels sensitive to EPI-distortions, voxels with a signal intensity in the lowest quartile of the robust range were excluded ([@bb0090]; [@bb0140]). For this study we used the power atlas ([@bb0170]), which was specifically designed to study brain networks and consists of 264 GM regions. This atlas was registered to 3DT1 space with inverted non-linear registration parameters, using nearest neighbour interpolation. The atlas was then multiplied with the SIENAX and FIRST segmentations to include GM only. Subsequently, inverted boundary-based registration matrices were used to register the atlas to each individual fMRI scan using nearest neighbour interpolation. Regions of interest (ROIs) were excluded if these contained missing values in \>10% of the subjects after the final registration to fMRI, leaving 238 GM regions in the final atlas for which mean time series were calculated. Functional connectivity matrices were formed by calculating Pearson correlations between the time series of all these pairs of nodes. Since the controversial nature of negative connectivity values, only positive correlation coefficients were considered ([@bb0105]; [@bb0045]). Since the average level of functional connectivity is known to be highly variable which could hamper between-group comparisons, ([@bb0095]) these raw correlation coefficients were converted to relative connectivity z-scores by subtracting each individual\'s mean connectivity and dividing it by the SD of each participants\' functional connectivity matrix ([@bb0140]).

2.7. Severity of functional network changes {#s0045}
-------------------------------------------

While global structural measures (e.g. NGMV, NWMV and whole-brain FA) are commonly computed, there is no such equivalent with regard to functional measures. Studies usually address regional changes in functional connectivity. After computing global structural measures, however, we subsequently aimed to design a whole-brain functional network measure representing the severity of functional connectivity changes in each individual. In other words, we needed an individual quantification of the amount of deviation from normal in functional connectivity levels. To determine "normal" connectivity levels for each link we constructed an average normalized HC matrix (based on all 96 HC). Subsequently, we subtracted each individual normalized connectivity matrix from aforementioned average HC matrix, resulting in a deviation score per element of the connectivity matrix. The values these deviation matrices could thus either be positive, reflecting an increase in functional connectivity, or negative, reflecting a decrease in functional connectivity ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B). For each individual matrix, the average connectivity level of increased and decreased links were used as two measures of the severity of functional network changes for subsequent analyses.

2.8. Function versus structure {#s0050}
------------------------------

Together, this pipeline resulted in four measures of structural damage (i.e. NDGMV, NCGMV, lesion volume and severity of WM integrity loss) and two measures of functional damage (i.e. the severity of increased and decreased functional connectivity changes). First we compared these measures between IPS-I and IPS-P patients. Subsequently, in the entire MS group, a backward regression model was conducted to determine which of these significant functional and/or structural variables were the main independent predictors of IPS performance. Finally, to be able to integrate structural and functional measures, structural predictors were paired with functional predictors to determine the combined amount of damage for each patient individually. Four groups of patients, classified based on median splits of functional and structural damage, were examined in relation to IPS performance, namely1.Patients with mild functional damage and mild structural damage;2.Patients with severe functional damage but only mild structural damage, from here on referred to as "predominantly functional damage";3.Patients with mild functional damage but severe structural damage, from here on referred to as "predominantly structural damage";4.Patients with both severe functional and severe structural damage ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C).

Mild damage was defined as scores lower than the median score (based on the MS group), whereas severe damage was defined as scores higher than the median score. In all groups the relation between the severity of structural and functional damage with IPS performance was investigated. To limit the number of comparisons, only consecutive groups were compared on IPS performance.

2.9. Statistical analysis {#s0055}
-------------------------

Statistical analyses were conducted in SPSS version 22.0 (Chicago, IL, USA). All variables were checked for normal distributions by histogram inspection and normality tests. Before conducting statistical analyses, it was checked whether the required assumptions were met. General linear models were used to compare measures of interest between groups including age, sex and education as covariates. Non-parametric tests were used to compare not normally distributed measures of interest. The linear regression model used to determine independent predictors of IPS followed a backward selection procedure. To examine how functional and structural measures were interrelated Pearson correlations were calculated for normally distributed variables, or Spearman\'s Rank-Order correlations for non-normally distributed variables. Test statistics were considered significant with *p*-values \<.05 (Bonferroni corrected). The threshold for Bonferroni correction was based on the number of statistical tests conducted for each modality. This means that the statistical analyses regarding structural measures were corrected for six tests (i.e. NGMV, NWMV, NDGMV, NCGMV, lesion load, FA), whereas statistical analyses regarding functional measures were corrected for two tests (i.e. increased and decreased whole-brain functional connectivity). Post hoc tests for testing differences between the four groups of patients, classified based on median splits of functional and structural damage, were corrected for the total number of comparisons.

3. Results {#s0060}
==========

3.1. Demographics and cognitive profiles: IPS-I versus IPS-P {#s0065}
------------------------------------------------------------

Of all MS patients, 130 (39%) were defined as IPS-I, and 200 (61%) as IPS-P (see [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). No difference in sex was found for the two groups. However, IPS-I patients were older and had a lower educational level compared to IPS-P patients. The IPS-I group consisted of a higher percentage of progressive patients (36% versus 20%; χ^2^ = 0.59; *p* = .001) and had higher EDSS scores (EDSS = 3.5 versus EDSS = 3.0; *H* = 28.318; *p* \< .001) compared to IPS-P patients. The symptom duration was longer in IPS-I patients compared to IPS-P patients (*H* = 7.09; *p* = .008). Of the IPS-I patients, 33% showed impairment on one additional cognitive domain, 15% on two cognitive domains, 14% on three cognitive domains and 14% on more than three cognitive domains. Of the IPS-P patients, 24% showed impairment on one cognitive domain, 14% on two cognitive domains, 6% on three cognitive domains and 6% on more than three cognitive domains.Table 1Demographics IPS impaired and preserved patients and HC.Table 1IPS impairedIPS preservedHCTest statistic*P*-valueN13020096Age, years50.01 (11.33)46.93 (10.74)45.87 (10.45)*F* = 4.800.01[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}, [c](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}Women/men85/45140/6056/40χ^2^ = 3.960.14Educational level, years\*4.00 (3.00--6.00)5.00 (4.00--6.00)6.00 (4.00--7.00)*H* = 12.650.002[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}, [b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}RRMS/SPMS/PPMS83/31/16160/20/20--χ^2^ = 0.590.002Symptom duration, years\*15.82 (7.8--21.59)9.80 (6.63--20.32)--*H* = 7.090.001EDSS\*4.0 (3.0--6.0))3.0 (2.00--4.00)--*H* = 28.3180.04SDMT37 (8.6)58 (8.9)61 (9.81)*F* = 255.730.001[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}, [b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}, [c](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}[^1][^2][^3][^4]

3.2. Structural and functional damage: IPS-P versus IPS-I {#s0070}
---------------------------------------------------------

Both patient groups showed lower brain volumes and loss of WM integrity, as well as increased and decreased functional connectivity compared to HC (all *p* \< .001, see [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). Compared to IPS-P, IPS-I patients showed the lowest brain volumes, lowest WM integrity and highest lesion volumes (all *p* \< .001). The VBM analysis showed regions with lower volume throughout the cortical gray matter in the IPS-I patients compared to the IPS-P patients ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#f0015){ref-type="graphic"}C). The TBSS analysis demonstrated more severe and widespread WM integrity loss in IPS-I patients compared to IPS-P patients ([Supplementary Fig. 2](#f0020){ref-type="graphic"}C). Additionally, IPS-I patients showed increased functional connectivity compared to IPS-P patients (*F* = 8.17; *p*~*cor*~ = 0.01; [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A). In the entire MS group, increased functional connectivity was associated with lower NCGMV and NDGMV (*r* = −0.218 and *r* = −0.179, *p*~*cor*~ ≤ 0.001), as well as higher lesion load and loss of WM integrity (rho = 0.180 and *r* = −0.231; *p*~*cor*~ ≤ 0.001). Similar findings were obtained when comparing IPS-I and IPS-P groups after excluding progressive MS patients.

3.3. Which measure is the best predictor of IPS deficits in MS? {#s0075}
---------------------------------------------------------------

The final model (R^2^ = 0.454; *p* \< .001) contained the following predictors for worse IPS performance: lower NDGMV (standardized β = 0.374; *p* \< .001), older age (β = −0.206; *p* \< .001), lower education (β = 0.180; *p* \< .001), loss of WM integrity (β = 0.152; *p* = .012), male sex (β = −0.116; *p* = .010) and increased functional connectivity (β = −0.102; *p* = .021). Based on this regression model, NDGMV, loss of WM integrity and increased functional connectivity were selected as structural and functional measures of interest. To obtain the individual effect sizes of these measures, separate models were conducted containing demographic variables and the measure of interest. As a result, NDGMV volume explained 42% of the variance in IPS (*p* \< .001), WM integrity 37% (*p* \< .001) and increased functional connectivity 24% (*p* \< .001).Fig. 2IPS status is reflected by different severities of functional and structural changes. IPS impaired (IPS-I) patients showed more severe increases in functional connectivity than IPS preserved (IPS-P) patients (A). A similar stepwise deterioration in IPS performance was observed for functional changes combined with a composite score of structural damage (B), functional changes combined with DGM volume loss (C) and functional changes combined with WM integrity loss (D). In general, mild functional and mild structural changes were associated with the best IPS performance. Severe functional changes were associated with better IPS than severe structural changes, whereas severe functional changes combined with severe structural changes were associated with the worst IPS. \* indicates a significant difference between groups after Bonferroni correction.Fig. 2Table 2Structural and functional MRI characteristics of IPS-I patients, IPS-P patients and HC.Table 2IPS impairedIPS preservedHCTest statistic*P*-valueN13020096NGMV (ml)758.81 (60.42)799.98 (59.04)818.54 (53.13)*F* = 38.51\<0.001[a](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}, [b](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}, [c](#tf0030){ref-type="table-fn"}NWMV (ml)657.55 (35.95)675.98 (32.87)697.09 (31.29)*F* = 37.01\<0.001[a](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}, [b](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}, [c](#tf0030){ref-type="table-fn"}NDGMV (ml)52.76 (7.49)58.39 (5.28)62.91 (37.35)*F* = 85.25\<0.001[a](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}, [b](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}, [c](#tf0030){ref-type="table-fn"}NCGMV (ml)726.33 (56.77)763.64 (47.06)779.41 (52.27)*F* = 32.76\<0.001[a](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}, [b](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}, [c](#tf0030){ref-type="table-fn"}Normalized TLL (ml)\*21.67 (10.71--35.59)10.51 (5.62--17.83)--*H* = 40.95\<0.001FA whole-brain0.39 (0.03)0.40 (0.02)0.42 (0.02)*F* = 55.45\<0.001[a](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}, [b](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}, [c](#tf0030){ref-type="table-fn"}Decreased FC−0.70 (0.95)−0.42 (0.97)0 (1.0)*F* = 12.61\<0.001[a](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}, [b](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}Increased FC0.95 (1.13)0.52 (1.12)0 (1.0)*F* = 15.85\<0.001[a](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}, [b](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}, [c](#tf0030){ref-type="table-fn"}[^5][^6][^7][^8]

3.4. Impact of different severities of functional and structural damage {#s0080}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

After identifying NDGMV, loss of WM integrity and functional connectivity as independent predictors of IPS, four groups were created based on the severity of functional and structural damage ([Supplementary Table. 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): mild structural and functional damage (group 1), predominantly functional damage (group 2), predominantly structural damage (group 3) and functional as well as structural damage (group 4). Since two structural measures appeared to be predictors of IPS, NDGMV and WM integrity were combined in one composite score by first creating z-scores relative to the healthy controls for both measures separately and then add these z-scores. In this way, NDGMV and loss of WM integrity were averaged into one structural damage composite score ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}D). The four different groups with different severities of structural and functional damage did differ on IPS performance (*F* *=* *18.69; p* ≤ .001). As expected, group 4 had worst IPS performance compared to all other groups (z-score = −1.95(1.41); group 4 vs 3; *p*~*cor*~ = 0.02). Group 1 had best IPS performance (z-score = −0.40(1.10); group 1 vs 2; *p*~*cor*~ = 0.02). Additionally, group 3 had worse IPS performance (z-score = −1.49(1.12)) than group 2 (z-score = −0.84(1.10); *p*~*cor*~ = 0.002). Groups 1 vs 3 and 2 vs 4 did not differ on the severity of functional connectivity, while groups 1 vs 2 and 3 vs 4 did not differ on the level of structural damage.

3.5. Impact of DGM atrophy and loss of WM integrity separately {#s0085}
--------------------------------------------------------------

The results of creating patient groups based on the two structural imaging measures separately are highly similar to abovementioned results, and can be found in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B and [2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}C. A similar stepwise decline in IPS performance was observed for NDGMV loss together with increased functional connectivity (*F* = 34.83; *p*~*cor*~ ≤ 0.001; [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}C). For WM integrity also a significant group effect was seen *(F* = 25.16; *p*~*cor*~ ≤ 0.001), but no difference in IPS performance was observed between patients with predominantly WM integrity loss and those with predominantly functional damage (*p*~*cor*~ ≥ 0.05; [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}B).

4. Discussion {#s0090}
=============

Using innovative and integrated measures for functional and structural damage, we were able to demonstrate that different severities of functional and structural damage reflect stepwise worsening of IPS. MS patients with mild functional and mild structural damage had the best, although lower than HC, IPS. A further decline in IPS was found in MS patients with predominantly functional damage. MS patients with predominantly structural damage had worse IPS than the previous two groups, whereas MS patients with both severe functional and severe structural damage were worst off. The severity of functional network changes seemed to have an additive effect on IPS performance, as a similar degree of structural damage can be accompanied with either mild or severe functional network changes, resulting in different levels of IPS.

Until now functional connectivity studies mostly focused on a few selected regions ([@bb0120]; [@bb0195]; [@bb0180]). In this study, we defined an innovative whole-brain functional connectivity measure to assess the severity of connectivity changes in one single measure, which allows to map widespread functional connectivity changes. Both increased and decreased functional connectivity were observed in MS patients compared to HC, but only increased functional connectivity changes discriminated IPS-P from IPS-I patients. Several studies have reported increased levels of functional connectivity during rest as a correlate of cognitive deficits ([@bb0110]; [@bb0135]; [@bb0195]; [@bb0140]). This increase in functional connectivity could indicate altered functional network activities, including increased levels of network synchrony and abnormal oscillatory rhythm ([@bb0080]). In the current study, changes in whole-brain measures were related to IPS performance. The rationale for investigating IPS was based on its high frequency and early presence in the disease. In addition, this domain is likely to depend on the interaction across many distant brain regions and cannot be assigned to one single brain region, and therefore differences in performance might reflect changes in whole-brain structural and functional measures. Our regional analyses (VBM and TBSS) support this hypothesis that worse IPS performance cannot be assigned to one single brain region, but involves changes across the brain. However, since IPS scores might influence and might be influenced by deficits in other cognitive domains, it is unfortunately not feasible to examine IPS deficits in isolation ([@bb0075]; [@bb0100]). This is also shown by our own data since more cognitive deficits were detected in the IPS-I group.

Since clinically relevant thresholds of WM integrity loss, GM atrophy and functional connectivity changes are currently lacking, we have used a median split in the patient group as cut-off to categorize patients according to the severity of functional and structural damage. After integrating structural and functional measures, our findings show that in the presence of predominantly structural damage worse IPS performance was observed (z-score = −1.49) when compared to predominantly functional damage (z-score = −0.84). Larger cognitive consequences of structural damage were also shown by the regression models, i.e. structural measures possessed a stronger predictive value. The strong influence of structural measures on IPS performance was previously reported as well. Not only loss of WM integrity ([@bb0085]; [@bb0190]), but also loss of DGM volume ([@bb0025]; [@bb0040]) was associated with worse IPS. This might be explained by the relatively rigid nature of the brains\' structural architecture, whereas the functional network might be better able to circumvent damage as a result of its dynamic and more flexible properties ([@bb0160]). In addition, in our cohort the structural measures were more abnormal than the observed functional changes, which could also explain the larger predictive value of structural measures for IPS performance.

Among the structural measures, it seemed that DGM volume had a stronger effect than WM integrity loss. Contrary to what we observed for DGM volume, there was no significant difference in IPS performance between patients with predominantly WM integrity loss and those with predominantly functional damage. Like fMRI changes, WM integrity loss is likely to reflect more subtle damage, especially in the so-called normal appearing WM ([@bb0145]; [@bb0150]), while a measure like DGM atrophy is an MRI marker for (substantial) neurodegeneration ([@bb0165]; [@bb0175]), possibly explaining the larger impact of the latter on IPS. It is important, however, to note that we focused on global brain measures for this analysis, while certain focal structural and functional changes might influence the results differently.

Although structural damage was a strong predictor for IPS performance, investigating the joint impact of structural and functional measures showed that some subgroups with a similar degree of structural damage (i.e. both group 1 and group 2 as well as group 3 and group 4) had different degrees (i.e. mild or severe) of functional changes. For example, in some patients, severe structural damage occurred simultaneously with severe functional changes (group 4), associated with worse IPS scores than when accompanied with mild functional changes (group 3). One could hypothesize that in this subgroup the functional network "suffers" from the structural damage. The absence of a strict one-to-one relation between the level of structural and functional damage, emphasizes the value of integrating both measures. Our findings showed that adding information about the severity of functional changes is needed to distinguish between different levels of IPS performance in patients with similar degrees of structural damage. This might indicate that the functional network acts as mediating factor between the level of structural damage and IPS performance. Additionally, the resilience of the functional brain network might also limit cognitive consequences, as observed in patients with severe structural damage and only mild functional damage. More resilient networks might theoretically be able to cope with a larger amount of structural damage ([@bb0010]; [@bb0005]).

In summary, our findings suggest that damage to the structural brain architecture has larger consequences for IPS than functional brain changes. After integrating functional and structural changes we were able to detect subtle stepwise changes in IPS performance. Insight into functional network changes is especially relevant to distinguish between patients with similar levels of structural damage, but different levels of IPS performance. This emphasizes the added value for an integrated measure to be able to explain IPS performance more accurately in patients with MS.

The following are the supplementary data related to this article.Supplementary Table 1Demographics and MRI characteristics of the groups with mild and severe structural and/or functional changes.Supplementary Table 1Supplementary Fig. 1Reduced regional cortical grey matter volume in (A) IPS-P patients compared to HC, (B) IPS-I patients compared to HC and (C) IPS-I patients compared to IPS-P patients.Supplementary Fig. 1Supplementary Fig. 2Regionally loss of white matter integrity in (A) IPS-P patients compared to HC, (B) IPS-I patients compared to HC and (C) IPS-I patients compared to IPS-P patients.Supplementary Fig. 2
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[^1]: IPS: information processing speed; RRMS: relapsing remitting multiple sclerosis; SPMS: secondary progressive multiple sclerosis; PPMS: primary progressive multiple sclerosis; EDSS: expanded disability status scale. \* not normally distributed data for which median (interquartile range) are provided.. Test statistics were provided for the statistical analyses that was used to compare the three groups.

[^2]: Significant difference between IPS impaired and HC.

[^3]: Significant difference between IPS preserved and HC.

[^4]: Significant difference between IPS impaired and IPS preserved.

[^5]: IPS: information processing speed; NGMV: normalized gray matter volume; NWMV: normalized white matter volume; NDGMV: normalized deep gray matter volume; NCGMV: normalized cortical gray matter volume; TLL: total lesion load; FA: fractional anisotropy; FC: functional connectivity. \* not normally distributed data for which median (interquartile range) are provided. Test statistics were provided for the statistical analyses that was used to compare the three groups. For descriptive purposes, functional connectivity values were converted to z-scores based on the mean and SD of the HC.

[^6]: Significant difference between IPS impaired and HC.

[^7]: Significant difference between IPS preserved and HC.

[^8]: Significant difference between IPS impaired and IPS preserved.
